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The secrets we keep rotten tomatoes

(Image credit: Disney/20th Century Fox) We've braved the theaters for Tenet, but we're not sure we'll be doing the same for what's probably the final Fox X-Men movie; The New Mutants. The film, which has been in a holding pattern on the release schedules for years, is out now in some parts of the world. Of the few critics who have seen it, though, not
many seem to love it so far.According to 11 early reviews on Rotten Tomatoes  – expect this to change when more come in – just 18% are positive, which means that just two of those reviews liked the film by the site's criteria. The Hollywood Reporter, for example, describes it as "generic" and not that scary, though praises the performances of the cast,
which includes Anya Taylor-Joy and Maisie Williams. JoBlo gave it three out of ten. "This is a one-off that, sadly, should have stayed buried, and one whose failure all involved will hopefully be able to shake off." Ouch. Still, a more positive review calls it "satisfying teenage angst". The New Mutants, directed by Josh Boone who was behind The Fault in our
Stars with Shailene Woodley, was meant to be released in 2018. It's an asylum-based take on the X-Men franchise, featuring characters from the comic of the same name. Perhaps the reception will pick up as more critics go out and see it, but it's a pretty rough start. According to The AV Club, a US outlet, Disney didn't provide video review copies for critics
or a bespoke press screening. Excitingly, Marvel Studios now has the rights to the X-Men movies. We can't see it making anything as bold as Deadpool and Logan, but it might result in a little more quality control on the main X-Men movies. The series had some real highlights at Fox (First Class, Days of Future Past) and some outright disasters, too (X-Men:
The Last Stand, X-Men Origins: Wolverine), as well a few movies that landed somewhere in the middle (The Wolverine). Hopefully the series' many characters face a brighter future in the MCU. The best superhero TV shows Photo by Dan Zen.One of my favorite parts of summer is eating my weight in tomato sandwiches, but I can get a little overzealous, and
end up with a few too many ‘maters. Luckily, J. Kenji Lopez-Alt of Serious Eats has a few ways to keep my favorite piece of summer produce super fresh.You probably already know you should store tomatoes outside of the fridge for better shelf life. If Read moreAs Kenji explains in the link below, most of a tomato’s moisture escapes from the stem, and
storing them upside down on a flat surface can help prevent this. This is a great tip if you have enough room in your fridge for a whole plate of tomatoes, but not everyone does. But don’t fret—there’s a quick fix. Just cover the stem with a bit of tape, making sure you remove any leafy bits first. The tape will prevent the loss of precious moisture, and keep your
tomatoes firm, plump, and juicy, until you’re ready for your next tomato sandwich.Want Juicier Tomatoes? Store Them Upside Down | Serious Eats Baby Driver was a refreshing bit of summer fun. The Edgar Wright-directed heist film about a music-blaring getaway driver with tinnitus stood out, in part, because it was one of the few original movies that
excelled at the North American box office this season.It was well-received by critics and fans a like. But was it really better than Christopher Nolan’s war epic Dunkirk, which is considered the first Oscar shoo-in of the year? According to Rotten Tomatoes, it was.Baby Driver scored a tick higher on the movie-review aggregation site than Dunkirk—enough to
make it the best of this summer’s top-20 grossing films.But that was based on Rotten Tomatoes’ Tomatometer, the score featured most prominently on the site and by partners like the online-ticketing service Fandango. It shows the share of critics who gave the movie a positive review. Films reviewed positively by more than 60% of critics are illustrated with a
fresh tomato. The rest are hit with a rotten splat of fruit.There’s another metric on Rotten Tomatoes that paints a slightly different picture of the summer’s movies. It’s the often-overlooked “average rating” that appears just below the Tomatometer on each film’s page, which averages what each critic rated a film on a scale of 1-10.The average rating
puts Dunkirk at the top of the summer film slate, with 8.7 out of 10 compared to Baby Driver’s 8/10. It also put the summer’s superhero films—Spider-Man: Homecoming, Wonder Woman, and Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2—a little lower on the totem pole, and all within arms reach.It leveled the playing field among some of the summer’s worst movies, too.
On the Tomatometer, there’s a steep drop off between the “fresh” and “rotten” films. For instance, Despicable Me 3, which did pretty well at the box office, earned a 61% on the Tomatometer, just enough to grant it a fresh tomato. Snatched earned a sad 36%. The average rating, however, puts both movies within a point of one another. The same is true for
films like Pirates of the Caribbean, The Mummy, The Dark Tower, and Baywatch. They were all comparably bad—just like the summer’s superhero films were all comparably good.The trouble with the Tomatometer, as movies studios, producers, and others in the industry have lamented, is that it forces critics to label their nuanced film reviews as either
positive or negative when they’re submitted to the site. By this system, a rave review for a film is worth exactly the same as a mixed one. It can over-inflate good films, and make bad movies look worse than they are, as ScreenJunkies News pointed out.The average rating smooths out the effects those mixed-to-positive and mixed-to-negative reviews can
have on a film’s Rotten Tomatoes score.It’s valuable given that movie studios have started to push back on the Rotten Tomatoes numbers they once featured proudly in their advertising after seeing how a bad score can kill movie. Hollywood is coming off its worst-attended summer movie season (paywall) in 25 years in the US and Canada. Theatergoers in
the world’s biggest movie market flocked to high-scoring blockbusters like Wonder Woman and Spider-Man: Homecoming, and turned their backs on those with exceedingly poor marks, like The Mummy, Baywatch, and  The Dark Tower.It may not be the sexier score, but Rotten Tomatoes’s average rating is a much better measure of critical consensus. It
could give some films a fighting chance in cinemas. Though making good movies also helps. If you pride yourself on your eclectic and often debatable movie taste, then there are probably a lot of movies you love that Rotten Tomatoes hates. The site, which accumulates critic reviews and scores to deliver an overall verdict on whether a movie is "fresh" or
"rotten," is considered by many to be the ultimate barometer of cinematic taste. But guys, the hearts loves what it loves. There are movies you know are bad, but love anyway, and others that aren't the most popular, but that you continue to stand up for — and so you should. Because as all of these movies prove, taste is completely subjective, and
furthermore, sometimes movie critics just get it wrong. These are all movies beneath the 50 percent mark on Rotten Tomatoes. For some of them, it's understandable why they may be ranked there, and their rating is a reflection of what a guilty pleasure such a movie is to enjoy still. For others, however, you're going to probably get really mad. Like, how could
anyone not realize the cinematic majesty of some of these movies? Their beloved charm and smarts? The divine appeal of their lowbrow, juvenile humor? It beggars belief. Ready? OK, here are some of your most beloved movies that Rotten Tomatoes thinks are absolute stinkers. You're not going to like what you see.2'Space Jam'Rotten Tomatoes Rating:
38 percentIt's a basketball movie in which the Looney Toons play ball alongside Michael Jordan and Bill "Ghostbustin'-Ass" Murray. What's not to like or understand there, guys? Seriously.3'Not Another Teen Movie'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 29 percentThis is a legit comedic gem. And anyone who says otherwise is either lying to you or doesn't have your best
interests at heart.4'Sister Act 2: Back In The Habit'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 7 percentUm, excuse you, Rotten Tomatoes. Whoopi Goldberg, Lauryn Hill, Maggie Smith, and Jennifer Love Hewitt deserve an apology for that percentage immediately. Wake up and pay attention, fools. 5'Spice World'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 35 percentLook, Spice World is the
Flaming Hot Cheeto of the movie world. It doesn't contain anything of real value, but that doesn't detract from how supremely enjoyable it is.6'Super Troopers'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 35 percentFun fact: Most of the bad reviews for Super Troopers on Rotten Tomatoes are attributed to its "lowbrow comedy." Most of the good reviews for Super Troopers on
Rotten Tomatoes are also attributed to its lowbrow comedy. So, make of that what you will. 7'I Know What You Did Last Summer'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 35 percentAs repeated viewings have proved, I Know What You Did Last Summer is still a trashy, teen horror worthy of so much love. 8'Crossroads'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 14 percentUnbelievable. It's
basically the Citizen Kane of our generation* (*joking. Kind of.) 9'Hook'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 29 percentApparently the movie didn't have most critics chanting "Rufio" at their local cinema screens. That's fine, because just about every '90s kid on the planet was happy to make that noise for them.10'Final Destination'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 34 percentIt's
still one of the best horror movies of the '90s. And it spawned one of the most fun horror franchises ever. So yeah, this rating is hella wrong. 11'Jawbreaker'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 7 percentThat percentage is jaw-breaking, for sure. This dark and hilarious cult classic deserves better.12'First Wives Club'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 39 percentThe First Wives
Club would definitely find a way to take on Rotten Tomatoes and give themselves the score they damn well deserve. 13'Wet Hot American Summer'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 32 percentLook, if you didn't like it, then you probably just didn't get it. OK? 14'Home Alone 2: Lost In New York'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 27 percentIt's official: Rotten Tomatoes has no
heart. 15'But I'm A Cheerleader'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 34 percentSeriously. No heart. 16'Casper'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 44 percentSure, as far as Friendly Ghosts go, Casper could come on a little strong at times, but that doesn't make this movie any less lovable. 17Idle HandsRotten Tomatoes: 16 percentIt's dumb, it's goofy, it's the third movie on this
list to have starred Devon Sawa (including Final Destination and Casper), and we'll continue to love it even if everyone else hates it. Right, guys? Right?18'Don't Tell Mom The Babysitter's Dead'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 33 percentOh, who cares what the critics thought? This movie is a classic. 19'Urban Legend'Rotten Tomatoes Rating: 20 percentSure, it
isn't the greatest horror movie ever made. In fact, it barely even registers with most horror aficionados. But damn, is it always enjoyably silly and always re-watchable for it.At the end of the day, it really doesn't matter what anyone else has to say about these movies. Because you love them, and you'll probably always love them in spite of the naysayers. With
that in mind, it's surely only a matter of time until the likes of Crossroads and Spice World receive the sort of critical accolades they totally deserve, right? Ah, maybe not. At any rate, fans will continue to love them regardless.
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